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"Traces multiple generations of the Irish people from the

Pagan clans to the English oppression."

A. Dorothy 

The Princes of Ireland by Edward Rutherfurd
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I. Dawn

The Things We Cannot Say by Kelly Rimmer

"I haven't had a book make me cry so much in years - it is so moving and well written."

"I liked this book because it was part mystery (which I love

to read) and part romance (which I usually don't read)."

B. Mary

The Lost Letters of William Woolf by Helen Cullen

"The subtle storytelling, rawness, and suspense kept me

reading and watching the story unfold through the

illustrations."

C. Kristen

Sabrina by Nick Drnaso

"For my money, he's the Mark Twain of the 21st century."

D. Jacob

Mr. Know-It-All by John Waters

"It was written in a straight forward, but engaging style

that kept me interested."

E. Nathanael

The Lathe of Heaven by Ursula K. Le Guin

"Through this book I learned of her work with the Resistance

in Holland which was the beginning of her lifelong

commitment to serving others."

F. Joyce

Dutch Girl by Robert Matzen

"Such an incredible memoir, I couldn't put it down. "

G. Tara

Educated by Tara Westover

"It transported me to a different place that I didn’t want to

leave, and I love books that move me in unexpected ways."

H. Jill

Lanny by Max Porter
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R. Devin

The Last Wish by Andrzej Sapkowski

"If you like fantasy stories with no black and white morality

featuring a host of monsters more despicable than the last,

this is the series for you."

"See if you enjoy following Anthony around as he trails after

disgraced ex-cop, turned PI, Hawthorne as they “help” the

real cops solve mysteries."

J. Cary

The Sentence is Death by Anthony Horowitz

"The base of the story is an old cliche but the take on it

is so unique, so funny, and so original that it is really

fresh and enjoyable."

K. Jake

Red, White & Royal Blue by Casey Mcquiston

"There are only a few authors that I have found that have the

ability to transport the reader in such a complete way into

such lush, magical worlds."

L. Katherine

The Starless Sea by Erin Morgenstern

"She paints characters so multi-faceted, sometimes you’re

not sure who you should be rooting for."

M. Amanda

Middlegame by Seanan Mcguire

"This anthology is a hidden gem."

N. Allie

The Big Book of Female Detectives by Otto Penzler

"What really endeared this book to me, however, was

how much emotion the story was able to pull from me."

O. Kaylee

Blanca & Roja by AnnaMarie McLemore

"I'm not usually a big fantasy reader, so this book was

quite a wonderful surprise."

P. Krista

The Name of the Wind by Patrick Rothfuss

"The first book in a long time that kept me up reading past

my bedtime & also made me cry."

Q. Kelcey

Field Notes on Love by Jennifer E. Smith
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